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In this chapter the relevance of Bantoid for the reconstruction of verbal exten-
sions in Proto-Bantu (PB) is assessed. The Bantoid or Wide Bantu languages are a
body of some 150–200 languages positioned geographically between Nigeria and
Cameroon. They do not form a genetic subgroup, but all are in some way related
to Narrow Bantu, i.e. Bantu as referentially classified by Guthrie (1948; 1967–71),
more closely than other branches within Benue-Congo. The most well-known sub-
groups are Dakoid, Mambiloid, Tivoid, Beboid, Grassfields, and Mbe-Ekoid. The
chapter discusses the characteristics of verbal extensions in Bantoid and their pos-
sible relation to extensions attested in Narrow Bantu on the one hand, and in other
branches of Benue-Congo on the other hand. Based on a review of the literature on
verbal extensions in the various branches of Bantoid and on case studies of individ-
ual languages, the chapter concludes that a rich system similar to Narrow Bantu
can be reconstructed for Proto-Grassfields, while in other Bantoid subgroups, it is
now lost or much reduced. Only the causative -si is attested in a substantial num-
ber of subgroups. Some Bantoid extensions show significant segmental similarities
to certain extensions in Narrow Bantu zone A languages, which have never been
reconstructed for PB. It is argued that these extensions shared between the highest
branches of the Bantu family tree warrant a revision of PB verb derivation suffixes.

1 Introduction

The Bantoid languages are a body of some 150–200 languages positioned geo-
graphically between Nigeria and Cameroon. There is no evidence they form a
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genetic subgroup, although they are all in some way related to Narrow Bantu
more closely than to the rest of Benue-Congo. The most well-known Bantoid
subgroups are Dakoid, Mambiloid, Tivoid, Beboid, Grassfields and Ekoid. Bendi,
formerly classified as Cross River, may also be Bantoid. Jarawan is sometimes
claimed to be Narrow Bantu instead of Bantoid (or Wide Bantu). The division
between (Narrow) Bantu and Bantoid used in this chapter considers that (Nar-
row) Bantu consists of the subgroups as defined in the referential classification
of Guthrie (1967–71).

Both (Narrow) Bantu and Bantoid are characterised by systems of nominal
affixes and alliterative concord, although these are highly eroded in some lan-
guages. However, Bantoid noun morphology is not that of classic Bantu, despite
its prefixes being often ascribed the same class numbers in a somewhat mislead-
ing way. Bantoid does not represent a genetic group, although the languages
are related. It is simply a cover term for those subgroups which split away from
Benue-Congo before the genesis of Narrow Bantu (Blench 2015). Even the divi-
sion between Bantu and Bantoid is now often questioned, as some authors have
observed that much of Bantu A, with its highly reduced noun classes, would
perhaps be better treated as Bantoid.

Apart from noun classes, one of the characteristic features ascribed to Proto-
Bantu (PB) is its system of verbal extensions (Schadeberg 2003). These are (V)(C)V
elements which are (usually) suffixed to the verb stem, and in some languages
can be stacked in complex strings. They can transform the semantics and syn-
tax of the verb, marking number, directionality, or reflexivity and bring about
other changes, as well as denote some types of aspectual marking. Verbal ex-
tension morphology can almost certainly be traced back considerably further in
Niger-Congo (e.g. Voeltz 1977; Trithart 1983; Hyman 2007; 2014). Such suffixes
are present in some form in many Niger-Congo branches, though not in Mande,
some branches of Kordofanian, Dogon and Ịjọ. Ịjọ, intriguingly, does have a small
repertoire of verbal extensions synchronically, but these show no segmental cog-
nacy with other branches of Niger-Congo (Kay Williamson, p.c.). Whether these
should be reconstructed to Proto-Niger-Congo depends on what internal struc-
ture is claimed for the phylum. Similarly, the state of scholarship is not such
that we can easily assert that particular segmental features can be reconstructed.
Hyman (2014) discusses the uneven distribution of verbal extensions in the dif-
ferent branches of Niger-Congo and the extent to which they reflect those found
in Bantu.

In any event, it is reasonable to assume that several of the extensions recon-
structed for PB go back to Proto-Benue-Congo. Benue-Congo is of considerable
importance, because some languages exhibit features which resurface in Bantu,
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5 Reconstruction of Proto-Bantu verbal extensions with Bantoid

but which are only attested in fragmentary form or not at all in Bantoid. In most
branches of Benue-Congo these have become unproductive, becoming incorpo-
rated in roots. Nowhere in Bantoid are these systems wholly functional, but their
former presence can be detected from the presence of “frozen” morphemes. Hy-
man (2017a) addresses this issue in what he terms from syntheticity to analyticity
and discusses the way in “which [Bantoid] languages compensate for the loss
of valence-adding extensions, e.g. the applicative, which has multiple functions
in Common Bantu”. He identifies periphrasis, unmarked double objects, adposi-
tions and nominal constructions as strategies for dealing with the loss of verbal
extensions. Table 1, adapted from Hyman (2017a: Table 3), summarises the sort
of contrasts which can be expected.

Table 1: Canonical Bantu compared with Bantoid (Hyman 2017a: Table
3)

Feature Canonical Bantu Bantoid

phonology minimum word = 2
syllables

maximum stem = mostly
2~3 syllables

morphology highly synthetic,
agglutinative

less so, gradual move
towards analyticity

verb extensions many, mostly marking
valence

few, mostly marking
aspect

unmarked objects multiple at most two, ultimate
limitation to one per verb

object marking head marking on verb various prepositions
and/or serial verbs

ditransitive verbs a few (*pá ‘give’) few or none

The concern of this chapter is primarily with identifying the trail of evidence
that links segmental evidence for existing or former extensions in Bantoid with
those in Bantu. Although a standard list of proposed reconstructed verbal exten-
sions exists for PB, comparative data from Guthrie’s zone A and closely related
Bantoid languages provide only limited support for the proposed forms.

The definition of extensions varies from author to author, and in the maxi-
mal interpretation it is any suffix on a verb, including tense/aspect markers. In
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the Bantoid region, many languages have verbs with unproductive suffixes that
have no assignable meaning. The hypothesis is that these are the traces of now
fossilised extensions, although this claim would need to be supported by the se-
mantics of synchronic verb forms. Note that in some languages, changes inmean-
ing similar to those brought about by extensions occur through tonal change. It
seems reasonable to include these in a list of extensions (Hyman 2017b). In cer-
tain languages, such as Vute, innovative extension-like suffixes originate in Serial
Verb Constructions. Over time, these forms may be lexicalised to merge with the
set of authentic extensions. Productive extensions are those for which there is
evidence that they have an assignable semantics and can be suffixed to roots as
part of the derivational process in speech.

The verbal extensions of PB have generated a considerable literature. The first
discussions of these go back to Meinhof (1899; 1910) and the Bantu Grammati-
cal Reconstructions of Meeussen (1967). The literature on this is summarised in
Schadeberg (2003: 72) whose list of proposed reconstructions, reproduced in Ta-
ble 2, is still the most widely cited (see also Schadeberg & Bostoen 2019: 173).

Table 2: Proto-Bantu verbal extensions

Proto-Bantu Semantics

*-i/-ici causative
*-ɪd applicative
*-ɪk impositive
*-ɪk neuter
*-am positional, stative
*-an associative, reciprocal
*-a(n)g repetitive
*-al extensive
*-at tentative, contactive
*-ʊ/*-ibʊ passive
*-ʊl/-ʊk reversive

This system is relatively rich and has the potential for stacking. In certain
Bantu languages, up to four extensions can be added to the stem to generate
very specific subsets of meaning. The analytic question is the extent to which
these can be linked to extensions attested for Bantoid, or further back, for Benue-
Congo. Since Bantoid is a key element in understanding the genesis of Bantu
verbal extensions, this chapter summarises the presence or absence, morphol-
ogy and semantics of extensions in the Bantoid languages. Hyman (2018) has
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reviewed verb extensions in some Bantoid branches with a view to reconstruc-
tion, although the coverage is far from comprehensive. Hyman (2018: 176) divides
these into three classes: (1) productive extensions; (2) unproductive extensions
often restricted to post-radical position or specific combinations; and (3) frozen,
mostly unidentifiable -VC- expansions. He also suggests lists of allomorphs of
the forms cited in Table 2.

Since extensions preserved in some branches strongly resemble Bantu, this
chapter also considers briefly the relationship of Bantoid to Benue-Congo (§2).
Overall, Bantoid languages are poorly documented, so in §2.3 time is given to
discussing the question of internal classification and data sources. The ancestry
of the characteristic extensions in Bantoid can be traced in Benue-Congo lan-
guages as discussed in §3.1. Existing information about the presence or absence
of extensions in the established branches of Bantoid is summarised in §3.2. Case
studies of synchronic extensions are presented in §3.3 which includes a section
on Bantu zone A languages. The conclusion summarises the evidence presented
and considers this evidence for the historical origin of attested Bantu extensions.

2 Classification of Bantoid

2.1 Bantoid (Wide Bantu) vs. (Narrow) Bantu opposition

Sigismund Koelle (1854) andWilhelm Bleek (1862–69) noted that many languages
of West Africa also showed noun classes marked by prefixes, and Bleek went so
far as to include a “West-African” division in the family he named Bantu. Ac-
cording to Jungraithmayr & Möhlig (1983), the term “Bantoid” was introduced
by Krause (1895), but it seems to have been subsequently forgotten. It re-appears
in Guthrie (1948; 1967–71) to describe what he called “transitional” languages,
replacing the vague term “Semi-Bantu”, which goes back to Johnston (1919–22).
The modern sense of the term Bantoid to refer to Bantu-like languages of the
Nigerian-Cameroon borderland may have first appeared in Jacquot & Richard-
son (1956). This includes summary sketches of Nyang, Ekoid, Tikar and Grass-
fields languages, although the volume as a whole also incorporates material on
Narrow Bantu and a variety of Adamawa and Ubangian languages so it is rather
unspecific.

Despite the discussion in Johnston (1919–22) and Guthrie (1967–71) of the place
of Bantoid languages with apparent correspondences to Bantu, it was
Greenberg (1963, 1974) who first emphasised the issue of genetic classification
as opposed to typology. He treated Bantu as one branch of Benue-Congo, i.e.
the adjacent languages of southern and eastern Nigeria and Cameroon. He says:
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“the Bantu languages are simply a subgroup of an already established genetic
subfamily of Western Sudanic [i.e. Niger-Congo, broadly speaking]” (Greenberg
1963: 32). Figure 1 shows Greenberg’s classification.

Benue-Congo

Plateau Jukunoid Cross River Bantoid

Tiv Bitare Batu Ndoro Mambila Vute Bantu

Figure 1: Greenberg’s (1963) situating of Bantu

Greenberg (1963: 35) also clearly stated that “supposedly transitional languages
are really Bantu”. In other words, many languages lacking some features typical
of Bantu are nonetheless related to it. This approach to Bantu was refreshing and
made historical sense in away that Guthrie’s views never had. But since the 1960s,
data has gradually accumulated on the vast and complex array of languages in the
“Bantu borderland”, i.e. the region between southern Cameroon (where Guthrie’s
Bantu begins) and eastern Nigeria. The next step in the evolution of our under-
standing of Bantoid was the formation of the Grassfields Working Group in the
early 1970s. Many of these findings were summarised in overview articles from
this period, including Hedinger (1989) and Watters & Leroy (1989a,b).

Bantoid and Bantu represent nested subsets of Benue-Congo, a large and com-
plex group of languages, whose exact membership remains disputed. Originating
with Westermann’s (1927) Benue-Cross-Fluss, it took shape in Greenberg (1963),
Williamson (1971) and de Wolf (1971). The name “Benue-Congo” was introduced
by Greenberg (1963) who proposed a division into four branches: Plateau, Juku-
noid, Cross River, and Bantoid. For a period in the 1980s and 1990s, it was con-
sidered that all the languages in the former “Eastern Kwa”, i.e. Yoruboid, Igboid,
Nupoid etc. were part of Benue-Congo, i.e. Western Benue-Congo. However, the
evidence for this was never published and, in my view, it seems easier to re-
vert to Benue-Congo as in Greenberg’s original, with the potential addition of
Ukaan, a small cluster of languages spoken south-west of the Niger-Benue con-
fluence. Ukaan has alternating prefixes (i.e. those which change on a predictable
basis), marking number and concord, as well as some segmental cognates, hence
its likely affiliation with Benue-Congo, but its exact position remains to be de-
termined. With this in mind, Figure 2 provides a schematic representation of my
current understanding of the sub-classification of Benue-Congo languages as the
result of numerous years of research on many of those languages.
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Proto-Benue-Congo

Central Nigerian

Kainji Plateau Jukunoid

Ukaan ? Bantoid-Cross

Cross River Bantoid

North

Dakoid Mambiloid

Tikar

South

Intervening
groups

Narrow Bantu

Figure 2: Revised sub-classification of Benue-Congo languages

It is emphasised strongly that no claim is made for Bantoid as a genetic group;
it is rather a referential term covering all languages with a discernible relation-
ship to Narrow Bantu. Bendi, previously considered part of Cross River, has been
shifted to Bantoid, a change of affiliation proposed by Blench (2001).

2.2 Membership of Bantoid

Although (Narrow) Bantu has been treated as a genetic unity since the middle of
the nineteenth century, it is unlikely there is any distinctive boundary between
Bantu and the languages related to it. As Bostoen & Van de Velde (2019) note,
no lexical or morphological isoglosses have been identified that clearly demar-
cate Bantu from its closest relatives. Figure 2 shows the subgroups that “stand
between” Bantoid-Cross and Narrow Bantu. The languages represented are very
numerous (150 ~ 200) and also highly diverse morphologically. New languages
are likely to be discovered and more work in historical reconstruction will im-
prove our understanding of how these languages relate to one another. This sec-
tion lists the major Bantoid subgroups as presently understood. Most of these
groups are uncontroversial, although the genealogical validity of poorly docu-
mented isolate branches, such as Buru, which may either be Tivoid or an inde-
pendent branch, need more study. A more complete list of the languages which
Bantoid includes is given in the Ethnologue (Eberhard et al. 2022) and Glottolog
(Hammarström et al. 2021). In the absence of more in-depth historical-linguistic
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research, I assume that individual groups split away from a common stem, and
developed their own characteristics. The order in which this took place remains
controversial, and will take considerable further work to resolve in a satisfying
manner.

One particular aspect of Figure 2 requires further consideration, namely the di-
vision of Bantoid into North and South. Dakoid, Mambiloid and Tikar represent
language groups with either no noun classes, or relics of a divergent system, as
in Tikar. I believe that these three should be classified together as “North Ban-
toid”. However, the lack of data for some languages and convincing reconstruc-
tions of their historical morphology makes this at best a speculative hypothesis.
The other side is “South Bantoid”, which is not a discrete branch in itself, but
just a convenient cover term for Narrow Bantu and its closest relatives that do
not belong to Dakoid, Mambiloid and Tikar. A proposal for the stepwise branch-
ing of different “Southern Bantoid” subgroups is presented in Figure 3. Narrow
Bantu is depicted here conventionally as a separate subgroup, although several
lexicon-based classifications, such as Piron (1997; 1998), Grollemund et al. (2015)
and Grollemund et al. (2018), point out that it is genealogically not discrete from
Grassfields and Jarawan Bantu.

Table 3 lists the major subgroups of Bantoid following the order in which I
believe them to have diverged from Benue-Congo.

It is important to flag some caveats. Not all authors agree that Dakoid is Ban-
toid (e.g. Boyd 1994; 1997) and the placing of Ndoro in Mambiloid remains doubt-
ful. Bendi has long been treated as Cross River following Greenberg (1963) and
Williamson (1989), but without good evidence. The data on Furu is too uncertain
to be sure whether it has been correctly classified; a Jukunoid affiliation is possi-
ble. Jeff Good and his colleagues have argued convincingly that Beboid is not a
unity, and even that the languages within Yemne-Kimbi (= formerlyWest Beboid)
may not constitute a genetic group (Good et al. 2011). Ambele and Menchum are
treated as co-ordinate with Grassfields, but the evidence remains sketchy. Momo
has been split up into Momo proper and South-West Grassfields. The evidence
for the placing of Jarawan, treated in previous texts as Bantoid, remains contro-
versial. Lexically, it is more closely related to Narrow Bantu languages, perhaps
Guthrie’s A60 group (cf. Piron 1997; Grollemund et al. 2015), but the loss of both
verbal and nominal morphology makes its integration into Narrow Bantu uncer-
tain.1 An alternative interpretation could be that this loss is a later areal feature.

1A striking disagreement over the classification of Jarawan Bantu was aired at the First Bantoid
Conference held in Hamburg in March 2022. Contrary to the present author’s claim of an A60
affiliation, Van de Velde & Idiatov (2022) argued for A80-A90, while Jeffrey Wills and Rebecca
Grollemund (p.c.) assign Jarawan to Bantoid. Clearly this argument has some way to go.
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Table 3: Major subgroups of Bantoid

Group Country Location Representative language(s)

Dakoid NGA around Ganye Daka, Taram, Tiba
Mambiloid NGA/CMR around Gembu Mambila, Kwanja, Vute,

Ndoro
Tikar CMR NE of Foumban (three dialects)
Bendi NGA around Ogoja Bokyi, Bekwara, Alege
Tivoid NGA/CMR around Obudu Tiv, Iyive, Ugara
Buru NGA Buru Buru
Furu NGA/CMR Furu Awa Furu
East Beboid CMR around Nkambe Noone,a Ncane
Yemne-Kimbi CMR NE Grassfields Fungom, Mundabli
Nyang CMR Mamfe Kenyang
Ekoid NGA/CMR Mamfe Ejagham, Etung
Mbe NGA Ogoja Mbe
Ambele CMR Grassfields Ambele
Menchum CMR Grassfields Menchum
Grassfields CMR
• Ndemli CMR Nkam, Littoral region Ndemli
• Ring CMR Grassfields
– Centre CMR Grassfields Babanki, Kom, Mmen, Oku
– East CMR Grassfields Lamnsoʔ
– South CMR Grassfields Bamunka
– West CMR Grassfields Aghem, Isu
• Momo CMR Grassfields Moghamo
• South-West CMR Grassfields Manta
• Eastern CMR Grassfields
–Bamileke CMR Grassfields Bamileke, Ngiemboon,

Ngomba
–Ngemba CMR Grassfields Bafut, Mankon, Ngemba
–Nkambe CMR Grassfields Limbum, Mfumte, Yamba

Jarawan NGA/CMR East-Central Nigeria Jar, Mbula-Bwazza, Mama

Bantu zone A CMR Southern Cameroon Akoose A15C

aThis language name is spelt in various ways (Noni, Nooni) in bibliographic references and
even within the Noone community.
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South Bantoid

Bendi ?

Tivoid

Buru

Furu cluster

Yemne-Kimbi

East Beboid

Nyang

Ekoid-Mbe

Grassfields

Jarawan Narrow Bantu

Figure 3: Proposal for the stepwise divergence of Bantoid languages

Common to this body of work is that the classifications were presented with
limited justification. This is perhaps unsurprising as the number of languages is
very large and many were poorly known, then and still today. Piron (1997) and
Bastin & Piron (1999) represent classifications of Bantoid using lexicostatistics.
The PhD thesis of Grollemund (2012) applies more recent statistical techniques
to basic vocabulary for the classification of Bantu and Bantoid, but its focus is
on Narrow Bantu with a random sample of South Bantoid languages. Blench
(2015) is the only overview of all families which, in my view, can be assigned to
Bantoid.2

2Overviews of the major Bantoid branches, together with wordlists of isolates such as Buru,
and arguments for their coherence, can be found on the relevant page of my website: http:
//www.rogerblench.info/Language/Niger-Congo/Bantoid/BantdOP.htm.
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5 Reconstruction of Proto-Bantu verbal extensions with Bantoid

Maps of the main Bantoid groups are provided in the relevant sections below.
These are in the main based on those available on the relevant Wikipedia pages
which are in turn redrawn from the Ethnologue. However, where errors were
spotted, for example in the Beboid and Dakoid maps, these have been redrawn
to reflect current understanding. Tivoid is shown in Figure 4, together with the
unclassified Esimbi and Buru.

Tiv

Otank
Iyive

U
ga
ra

Esimbi

UgaraCaka
Eman

Ip
ul
oEvant

Iceve-M
ac
i

Buru

AmboBitare

Ab
on

Batu

Figure 4: Map of the Tivoid languages, together with Esimbi and Buru
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A feature of the Bantoid area is intensive borrowing, both between closely re-
lated languages and between different branches of Bantoid. Bantoid languages
are largely found in an area of high density settlement, linked by complex trade
networks and long noted for extensive multilingualism. Warnier (1979) analysed
this in respect of another grammatical feature, viz. noun classes, noting their ex-
tensive borrowing and consequent morphological re-analysis. More recently, Di
Carlo et al. (2018), Di Carlo et al. (2019) and Di Carlo et al. (2020) have reviewed
multilingualism in Africa in general, but also focused on the Lower Fungom area
of the Grassfields, where the details of language interaction can be analysed at
the micro-level. This type of multilingualism, which involves borrowing gram-
matical features as well as vocabulary, goes a long way to explaining why verbal
extensions in Bantoid do not form tidy patterns.

2.3 Overview of the data sources

The descriptive data required to characterise Bantoid languages in ways which
would satisfy historical linguists and typologists is not available formany branch-
es. The literature on many subgroups is sparse, to say the least, and many impor-
tant sources are unpublished. Because so much of the material has focused on an
ultimate goal of orthography and literacy, phonology and noun classes remain
much better understood than, for example, verbal extensions.

There are two key caches of unpublished and mainly electronic data, the files
of SIL International – which incorporates much of the data collected for ALCAM,
the Linguistic Atlas of Cameroon (Dieu & Renaud 1983) – and the student disser-
tations supervised at the University of Yaoundé I. Part of the legacy material
is available on the SIL Cameroon website (https://www.silcam.org/) although
much material, especially fieldwork lexicons, remain in the hands of its mem-
bers.3 Wycliffe Nigeria has recently undertaken surveys of the Bantoid languages
on the Nigerian side of the border, resolving numerous queries about the extent
and classification of particular branches.4 Jeff Good has facilitated the scanning
of University of Yaoundé I theses in linguistics up to 2006, and these are now
available electronically.

3Thanks to Robert Hedinger for making this material available.
4Materials from Nigeria created by SIL survey staff are available on personal application.
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3 Bantoid verbal extensions

3.1 Verbal extensions in Benue-Congo

To assess the time depth of possible verb extensions in Bantoid, their historical
origin can be explored within Benue-Congo. However, much of Benue-Congo, in-
cluding Plateau, Jukunoid andCross River, retains only traces of a verbal-extension
system. Only the Kainji languages in north-west Nigeria have elaborate Bantu-
like systems, analysed in McGill (2009) for the Cicipu language, part of the Kam-
bari cluster, and in Mort (2012) for tiCind, a Kamuku language. Cicipu (McGill
2009: 227ff.) has the extensions listed in Table 4; the labels are copied from the
author.

We cannot reconstruct forms for extensions in Proto-Kainji, due to the limited
number of grammatical descriptions (though see Paterson 2019), and it is there-
fore not possible to discriminate between older segmental patterns and those
which may be innovative.

Extensions have either disappeared or been reduced to unproductive segments
in most branches of Kainji, Plateau, Jukunoid and Cross River. However, it is
possible to infer likely extensions from synchronic verb forms. Table 5 lists three
recurrent suffixes identified in the lexicon of Tarok (Plateau).

However, these are unproductive today and do not clearly resemble any of
those reconstructed for Bantu. Nonetheless, their fragmentary survival leads to
the conclusion that a system of verbal extensions has to be reconstructed back to
the level of Proto-Benue-Congo, and must therefore have been present in early
Bantoid. However, their segmental forms can no longer be identified.

Table 4: Verbal extensions in Cicipu (McGill 2009)

Segment Interpretation

-is- ~ -sV causative, intensive
-wA valence-increasing, anti-causative, separative
-nA ventive
-nu resultative, intensifier, de-intensifier
-il pluractionala

aAlthough suffixed after the root, it can be followed by tense/aspect markers and then another
extension.
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Table 5: Fossilised verbal extensions in Tarok

Segment Interpretation

-ʧi singulative, do something once
-dar do something completely, intensively
-ri/-li unassigned

3.2 Synchronic distribution of verbal extensions in Bantoid

Aprimary question in analysing Bantoid verbal extensions is accounting for their
absence in some branches, especially in those more remote from Narrow Bantu,
where they have disappeared without leaving obvious segmental traces. Table 6
summarises the situation for the different Bantoid subgroups identified in the
literature. It should be emphasised that there are no specific publications on ex-
tensions in many of them. Those marked functional have been identified in the
literature as in active use, whereas inferred suffixes are those which I have ex-
tracted from lexical data. The claim for their presence or absence has to be based
on inferences from the lexicon or incidental data. Some of the more diverse sub-
groups, such asMambiloid, may include languages with no remaining extensions
and those where they are evidently present. Key references are given for individ-
ual languages.

Hyman (2018) is a survey of Bantoid verb extensions which includes Grass-
fields, Mbe (Ekoid), Tikar, Noone, Kemezung (Beboid) and Vute (Mambiloid) in
his comparative tables. To throw light on the ancestry of Bantu verbal extensions
we must create a basic tabulation of the presence of extensions in individual
Bantoid branches, although some may eventually be discarded as not relevant to
Bantu.

3.3 Case studies

3.3.1 Dakoid: Sama Mum

The Dakoid languages represent one of the least-described subgroups of Bantoid
and were previously classified as Adamawa by Greenberg, presumably because
of their cultural relationship with the Samba Leko. They are spoken in eastern
Nigeria around the Shebshi mountains, see Figure 5.

There are no specific publications on extensions, so these must be inferred
from lexical data. Themain resource is a dictionary of SamaMum or Samba Daka,
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Table 6: Identifying verbal extensions in major subgroups of Bantoid

Group Verbal
extensions

Language Reference

Functional Inferred

Dakoid 3 Daka Boyd & Sa’ad (2010)
Mambiloid 3 — Nizaa Kjelsvik (2002: 19ff.)
Mambiloid 3 — Vute Thwing (2006)
Tikar 3 — Tikar Stanley (1991)
Bendi — — Bekwara Stanford (1967)
Tivoid — — Tiv Arnott (1958)
Buru ? — Buru Koops (s.d.)
Furu ? — Furu Breton (1993), Kießling (2007)
East Beboid 3 Noone Hyman (1981)
East Beboid 3 Mungonga Boutwell (2014)
East Beboid 3 Nchane Boutwell (2020)
Yemne-Kimbi — — Mundabli Voll (2017)
Nyang — — Denya/Kenyang Unpublished lexicons
Ekoid — — Ejagham Watters (1981)
Mbe 3 — Mbe Bámgbóṣé (1967)
Ambele ? ? Ambele Nganganu (2001)
Menchum ? ? Befang Gueche Fotso (2004)
Grassfields
•Ndemli 3 Ndemlib Ndedje (2013)
•Ring 3 Lamnsoʔ Grebe & Siiyaatan (2015)c

•Momo 3 Meta’ Spreda (1995), Hyman (2018)
•South-West ? ? Manta Ayotte & Ayotte (2003)
•Eastern
– Bamileke 3 — Ngiemboon Lonfo & Anderson (2014)d

– Ngemba 3 Bambili Ayuninjam (1998)
– Nkambe — — Mfumte McLean (2014)

Jarawan 3 3 Van de Velde & Idiatov (2022)

Bantu zone A 3 3 Akoose A15C Hedinger (1992; 2008)

aHowever, the verbal extensions for Mungong consist only of a multiple action extension and
an extremely rare causative in -si.

bAlthough Ngoran (1999: 73) states that “[i]n this language, we have been unable to uncover
any vestiges of suffixal extensions”, they are identified in Ndedje (2013).

cSee Table 15 in §3.3.7.
dSee Table 14 in §3.3.6.
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Figure 5: Map of the Dakoid languages
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which has a list of the semantic categories of verbal derivations in the introduc-
tion, but without any information on their segmental form (Boyd & Sa’ad 2010).
I therefore had to infer the extensions and their semantics from the dictionary
entries. I have given an example of each verb with these extensions, but for two
categories listed in the text, no examples are apparent. The proposed extensions
are shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Sama Mum verbal extensions (inferred from Boyd & Sa’ad
2010)

Segment Interpretation Example

-kì, -sì pluractional bāl-kì ‘move many things about’,
bīp-sì ‘twist many’

-sì causative bāā-sì ‘recall’

-rì causative II bōb-rì ‘spot, stain’

-èn, -sèn, -kèn, -mèn resultative I, II bāl-èn ‘move about’, dāk-sèn ‘be
walking stealthily’, būū-kèn ‘be
inhaled’, bān-mèn ‘be farmed’

-kèn, -sèn reciprocal bān-kèn ‘farm for each other’

? applicative not listed in text

diminutive only one case known

Since the authors do not always mark their lexical examples, it is not always
clear where some segments are to be found. A striking aspect of SamaMum is the
allomorphy of /s/ and /k/ and the absence of extensions indicating motion, which
is characteristic of other branches of Bantoid. The CVn structures which charac-
terise Sama Mum recur in several Bantoid branches and Akoose A15C, which
argues either for a genetic connection or the repeated fusing of two extensions
(see Bostoen & Guérois (2022 [this volume])).

3.3.2 Mambiloid

The Mambiloid languages are a very internally diverse family spoken in Nige-
ria and north-west Cameroon (Blench 1993). Figure 6 shows their approximate
distribution.
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3.3.2.1 Nizaa

The Nizaa language preserves verbal morphology far better than some other lan-
guages in the group, in contrast to Mambila itself, which has lost virtually all
nominal and verbal morphology. The main summary of verbal extensions in
Nizaa is Kjelsvik (2002: 18). Table 8 outlines the forms she identifies, although
she does not provide examples for the directional.

Table 8: Nizaa verbal extensions (Kjelsvik 2002: 18)

Function Segment Interpretation Example

Number
marking

-r suffix,
vowel
lowering

verbal plurality ki ‘cut once’, kir ‘cut
many times’, njúb
‘strike once’, njwáb
‘strike many times’

Directional -a ‘illative’, motion into an
enclosure

-ri ‘allative’, motion
towards a location,
often the deictic centre
of the sentence
[perhaps corresponds to
Bantu applicative]

-wa ‘distantive’, motion
away from a location, or
from the deictic centre
[perhaps corresponds to
Bantu separative]

-sa ‘down’, motion towards
a lower location

Completive -ki ‘totality’ kibkirá ‘wean’, kagkirá
‘attach’

Kjelsvik (2002) notes that stacking of up to three suffixes is allowed, highly
unusual for Bantoid.
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3.3.2.2 Vute

Vute, also part of theMambiloid group, is spoken in north-west Cameroon around
Banyo (Guarisma 1978). The only published description of Vute verbal extensions
is Thwing (1987), but Thwing (2006) can be downloaded and provides a more
complete overview. Vute has either developed or retained a rich repertoire of
extensions, in contrast to other languages in its group. It is notable because, like
Nizaa, it allows strings of up to four suffixes on the verb root (Thwing 2006: 28).
Thwing (2006: 29) summarises the extensions and these are presented in Table 9.

Thwing (2006) also includes a long list of adverbial extensions, which are omit-
ted here. One of these, -kɨ́ for ‘completely’, resembles Nizaa -ki marking ‘totality’.
She also notes “phasal” extensions, essentially marking inceptive and comple-
tive, both of which have transparent etymologies. The benefactive -nà and the
directionals are undoubtedly innovative, as Thwing (2006) proposes language-
internal etymologies for them. She calls the last three ‘additive/conjoining ex-
tensions’, which function to join two clauses or sentences.

Note also that, although Nizaa and Vute are related, there are no clear seg-
mental cognates between the extensions identified for the two languages. It is
possible that Nizaa -sa and Vute -sé/-só, both meaning ‘downwards’, are cog-
nate. However, they could equally be independently innovated, possibly from
a cognate language-internal source, such as the reflex of PB *cɪ́ ‘ground; coun-
try; underneath’ (BLR 562) (Bastin et al. 2002). This suggests that even within an
identified genetic group there must be significant innovation.

3.3.3 Tikar

The Tikar language is spoken on the Tikar Plain in the Adamawa Province of
Cameroon (Hagège 1969).5 In her lengthy grammar of Tikar, Stanley (1991: 355–
384) treats verbal extensions under derivation. Table 10 is extracted from the FLex
database of Tikar (Jackson 1988) as well as the PhD thesis of Stanley (1991). Tikar
extensions are characterised by very extensive allomorphy.

Note that although Blench (2015) has classified Dakoid, Mambiloid and Tikar
in a putative North Bantoid grouping based on lexical and phonological corre-
spondences (see also Figure 2), verbal extensions provide little or no evidence to
support this.

5For an indication of where this language is spoken vis-à-vis the other Bantoid languages, see
the note at Figure 11.
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5 Reconstruction of Proto-Bantu verbal extensions with Bantoid

Table 9: Vute verbal extensions (Thwing 2006: 29)

Function Segment Comment

Causative -tɨ̀ could also be interpreted as a
transitiviser; e.g. ‘become black’ →
‘blacken’

Valence change -lɨ̀ can either raise or lower valence
depending on verb root

Valence raising verb root vowel
lengthening /
-hɨ̀

e.g. ‘be lost’ → ‘lose’, also ‘bite’ →
‘bite many times’

Valence
lowering

change in the
quality of the
root vowel

Benefactive (?) -nà indirect object marker; innovative from
the verb ‘give’

Modal -ná cohortative or imperative plural form
of the verb

Directional -wò towards centre of reference
-sò away from centre of reference
-tè(è) around centre of reference
-wú up, upwards
-sé/-só down, downwards
-hɔ́ out (often combined with -sò)
-lé in, into

Participant
additive

-ɓwê adds a participant to an event

Sequential
events

-cé

Simultaneous
events

-cè
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Table 10: Tikar verbal extensions (Jackson 1988; Stanley 1991)

Segment Interpretation

(N)s~zi causative

-li, -ni, -mi reflexive/intransitive; nearly bleached of
meaning

-ì, -bì, -mì, -nì, -lì allative; marks action in the direction of
the speaker
The initial consonant is determined by the
final consonant of the verb stem.

-ɔ̀, -bɔ̀, -mɔ̀, -nɔ̀, -lɔ̀ ablative; marks action away from the
speaker.
The initial consonant is determined by the
final of the verb stem, infixed where final
stem consonant is alveolar.

-ɔʔ plus reduplication of final
stem consonant, -lɔʔ, -nɔʔ

iterative ~ répétitif

-(k)aʔ, -ŋga, -a, [-saʔ, -naʔ, laʔ-]a iterative ~ répétitif

-kì habitual; suffixed to previous extensions

-ti, -ndi denotes physical action on an object
especially with hands ~ alteratif ; some
semantics not identifiable

aThese forms in square brackets are rare in the data.

3.3.4 East Beboid: Noone, Mungong and Nchane

The Beboid languages are spoken in the northern Grassfields of Cameroon, with
an extension into Nigeria (Hamm et al. 2002). They are conventionally divided
into East andWest, although Jeff Good (p.c.) has argued that West Beboid cannot
be shown to be a coherent genetic group. He uses the label ‘Yemne-Kimbi’ for
West Beboid. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the Beboid languages.6

6Thanks to Jeff Good for assistance in updating the Beboid map with recent community-
preferred names.
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Noone is an East Beboid language, first described in Hyman (1981). Table 11
summarises the extensions listed for Noone. Whether ‘reduplication’ should be
considered an extension is doubtful.

Table 11: Noone verbal extensions (Hyman 1981)

Category Segment Interpretation

Aspectual -cɛ attenuative
-yɛ distributive
-kɛn iterative
-tɛn bifurcative
-red(uplicated) frequentative

Relational -se causative
-ke transitive
-m positional
-n reciprocal

The aspectuals form quite a restricted set and it is problematic to link these
segments with other Bantoid branches. However, some of the relational suffixes
are clearly cognate with those in PB (cf. Table 2), for example the positional -m
(PB *-am) and the reciprocal -n (PB *-an). The causative -se is similar to the forms
occurring across Bantoid.

However, Mungong, also East Beboid and described in Boutwell (2014), is quite
different in that the extensions of Noone are absent, and only one inferred exten-
sion -ʃə is identified, a plural or iterative.

Nchane, also East Beboid and described in Boutwell (2020), is still more surpris-
ing, since the typically suffixed elements have become preverbal. For example,
the iterative ká- precedes the verb; judging from form and meaning, it is perhaps
cognate with the Noone suffix -kɛn. Boutwell (2020) identifies a durative and
sequential marker tú, a resultative mɔ and a habitual tɔ in addition to other TA
marking. Nchane also has a wide range of postverbal adverbials, but these do not
function like usual extensions. As with Mambiloid, East Beboid seems to be very
diverse internally, with considerable innovation in individual languages.

3.3.5 Mbe and Ekoid

Mbe is a single language, related to Ekoid, spoken on the Cross River in south-
east Nigeria. Figure 8 shows the location of Mbe and the Ekoid languages.
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In contrast to Ekoid, Mbe seems to have a significant repertoire of verbal exten-
sions (Gerhardt 1978, Blench 2013). The main source for Mbe is Bámgbóṣé (1967)
whose paper describes the morphology of Mbe verbs in some detail but gives lit-
tle or nothing on the interpretation of the forms listed. However, it is clear that
almost all verbal extensions in Mbe involve either valence change or plurality
(both marking plural subjects and multiple and iterative action). Reduplication
is a common strategy and is sometimes combined with the extended forms. Mbe
permits multiple plurals on individual verb roots (Bámgbóṣé 1967). Hyman (2018:
Table 5) lists only -li, -ri as separative and intransitive, but clearly the Mbe sys-
tem is richer than this. Table 12 shows the main Mbe extensions, together with
my inferences as to their interpretation.

Table 12: Mbe verbal extensions (Bámgbóṣé 1967)

Number Operation Segment Interpretation

Transitiviser -ô, -î
Transitiviser falling tone

Plural Ubiquitiser -nî do something all over
the place

Plural Reversive (?) -lî ‘close’ → ‘open’ etc.
Plural Intensifier -rî
Plural -î
Plural Complete reduplication
Plural Reduplication of first

syllable

An unpublished dictionary of Mbe, by Pohlig (s.d.), lists forms from which
other unproductive extensions can be inferred; see Table 13.

The ubiquitisers -lí and -rí are presumably allomorphs of -nî.

3.3.6 Eastern Grassfields: Ngiemboon and Yemba

Grassfields languages are spoken in Cameroon, with a few isolated communities
inNigeria. They constitute a large and complex group, divided intoWide andNar-
row Grassfields; see Figure 9. Momo and South-West within Wider Grassfields
remain extremely poorly known and the internal configuration of Grassfields is
yet to be demonstrated convincingly.

Ngiemboon is spoken in the Grassfields of Cameroon and is a Grassfields lan-
guage in theWestern Bamileke subgroup. Ngiemboon no longer has a productive
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Figure 9: Map of the Grassfields languages
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Table 13: Mbe verbal extensions (inferred from Pohlig s.d.)

Operation Segment Example

Detransitiviser -ló ~ -ró fuɛ́ló ‘be brushed off’, duéló ‘become deep’,
sháró ‘come to resemble’

Ubiquitiser (‘do
x all over the
place’)

-lí ~ -rí shɛ́brí ‘cut into pieces’, shárí ‘scatter things’,
yɛ́blí ‘turn over’

Stativiser -nú nɛ́nú ‘be happy’, lɛ́nú ‘reside in a place’, rɛ́nú
‘be almost enough’

system of extensions, but the numerous pairs and triplets of verb roots plus (C)V
segments show that a rich system must have existed in the recent past. An early
sketch of its extensions is contained in Mba & Djiafeua (2003). However, a very
large lexical database exists, published as a dictionary (Lonfo & Anderson 2014).
Table 14 shows the likely extensions which can be extracted from that database,
together with their proposed interpretations (Blench & Martin 2010). Included
are segments which appear to be present segmentally but have no obvious se-
mantics.

It is very difficult to map any of these clearly to other attested Bantoid evi-
dence, and the extensive potential meaning-sets suggests that Ngiemboon has
undergone extensive mergers and reanalysis.

Harro (1989) and Mbanji et al. (2007) describe the extremely limited extension
system of Yemba, another Bamileke language in the same subgroup as Ngiem-
boon. There are just two segmental extensions, -tí and -ní : -tí is a pluralising
extension marking distributive and iterative; -ní is more opaque, but there are
examples of stativising, reciprocal marking. Surprisingly, these do not resemble
other documented Grassfields languages. Mankon as described by Leroy (2007:
225–232) has examples of several extensions, e.g. -nɨ (detransitiviser, often reflex-
ive, comparable with Tikar -ni), -kɨ (detransitiviser, iterative, comparable with
Tikar -ki), -tɨ (diminutiviser, also found in A60 languages) and -sɨ (causative).

3.3.7 Ring: Lamnsoʔ

Lamnsoʔ is a Ring language spoken in the Grassfields of Cameroon; see Figure 9.
An extensive dictionary of Lamnsoʔ has been published (Grebe & Siiyaatan 2015)
and from the associated fieldwork database it is possible to infer plausible verbal
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Table 14: Evidence for verbal extensions in Ngiemboon (Blench & Mar-
tin 2010)

Candidate
segment

Plausibility Semantics

-a conclusive valence-changing

-bE evidence inconclusive; some
cases clearly final -e

highly varied, perhaps
intensification?

-e conclusive valence-changing

-le present but rare reversive, reflexive

-me no conclusive evidence for a
-me verb extension

all examples
valence-changing final -e

-ŋV limited evidence for a
valence-changing final -ŋv

valence-changing

-ɔ inconclusive

-tE conclusive iterative, reversive,
reciprocal, plurative, cessive,
intensive, valence-changing

vowel
doubling

conclusive reversive, reflexive, cessive,
valence-changing

tone
reversal

conclusive valence-changing, reversive,
iterative, intensive

extensions. Table 15 summarises all the probable extensions in Lamnsoʔ with
their meanings. For almost all extensions, there are words that do not ‘fit’ either
because the simplex form of the verb is missing or because the semantics do not
lend themselves to any unambiguous analysis.

These verbal extensions for Lamnsoʔ do not resemble those for Ngiemboon
(Table 14), the language assumedlymore closely related to Lamnsoʔ, but there are
striking similarities with Akoose A15C (for which, see Table 18 in §3.3.9 below).
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Table 15: Lamnsoʔ verbal extensions (inferred from Grebe & Siiyaatan
2015)

Form Subset Semantics

CVC -kir distributive, plural subject, iterative, continuous action,
reflexive

-nen reciprocal, plural subject, valence-changing
-nin reciprocal, excessive
-sin completive
-tir paucal, diminutive
-tin plural subject, completive, valence-changing,

intensification
-rin resultative

CV -si completive, causative
-ri multiple action
-ti multiple action, action creating plural objects,

intensification
-ʃi process
-ne intensification [greater speed, intensity of behaviour]
-vi reductive

VC -Vm inchoative, inceptive
-Vy completive
-Vr causative
-Vn isiautonomic [i.e. indicating self-initiated action]

V -V extensive

3.3.8 Jarawan Bantu

The Jarawan Bantu languages are spoken in scattered communities in eastern
and central Nigeria and formerly also in northern Cameroon (Rueck et al. 2007).
Figure 10 shows the distribution of Jarawan Bantu. Maddieson & Williamson
(1975) remains the only overview of Jarawan Bantu. Many languages have very
few speakers, and those recorded in Cameroon in the early twentieth century
have apparently become extinct. The extinct Jarawan Bantu languages of north-
ern Cameroon (Dieu & Renaud 1983) are marked with the symbol † in Figure 10.7

7We do not know when these became extinct, but when the region was surveyed for the Lin-
guistic Atlas of Cameroon in the 1970s (Dieu et al. 1976; Dieu & Renaud 1983), no more speakers
could be found.
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Jarawan Bantu remains poorly described, with no complete grammar of any
individual language. The first published analysis of verbal extensions in Jarawan
Bantu is Gerhardt (1988), who points out that the remaining ones are generally
interpreted as perfectives; see Table 16. Otherwise, Jarawan Bantu has lost, along
with the loss of noun classes, all the usual functions of extensions, including
iteratives and plurals, as well as valence-changing extensions.

However, a fresh field study of Mbula (Van de Velde & Idiatov 2022) has re-
vealed a more complex picture. Table 17 shows the verbal extensions of Mbula.

These Mbula verbal extensions align Jarawan Bantu more obviously with the
other Bantoid branches described here, but do not clearly establish its nearest
genetic neighbours.
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Table 16: Jarawan Bantu verbal extensions (Gerhardt 1988)

Segment Interpretation

stem-vowel lengthened, with occasional inserted glottal intensifier
stem-vowel lengthened, final vowel neutralised to -a perfective
-m ~ -Vm ~ -mV (where V is commonly -a) perfective

Table 17: Mbula verbal extensions (Van de Velde & Idiatov 2022)

Segment Extension

-sə causative
–kH applicative
-ki pluractional
*jí- petrified: reflexive
*-ɩd petrified: applicative

3.3.9 Bantu: Akoose and Mbonge Oroko

Akoose A15C is a Narrow Bantu language spoken in south-west Cameroon. One
might expect its extensions to be close to the forms which have been attributed
to those reconstructed for PB given its membership of Narrow Bantu. Since this
is not the case, then either Akoose has been significantly transformed by borrow-
ing or has undergone idiosyncratic local development. Akoose verbal extensions
have been described in detail by Hedinger (1992; 2008) and are summarised in
Table 18.

This should be compared with the proposed PB extensions set out in Table 2.
If s→t, then the causative might be cognate. There are very limited correspon-
dences between the synchronic extensions in Akoose and the PB reconstructed
forms and it is notable that Akoose shows more resemblances with Lamnsoʔ
(Table 15) and Noone (Table 11), particularly the prevalence of CVN forms, and
parallels such as the reciprocal in (n)-Vn, which is part of the PB reconstructed
set.

Perplexingly, a study of the Mbonge dialect A121 of Oroko A101 reveals a sys-
tem quite different from Akoose, despite the fact that both languages are rather
close lexically. In some cases, Oroko extensions match the forms reconstructed
for PB more closely (Friesen 2002). Table 19, adapted from Friesen (2002: Table 7),
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Table 18: Akoose verbal extensions (Hedinger 1992; 2008)

Form Segment Interpretation

V(C) -ed/t causative
-ɛn/n instrumental, reciprocal, comitative
-e/-ʔ/-d applicative
-ɛl unexplained

CVC -led unexplained
-lɛn unexplained
-med unexplained
-ned instrumental, comitative, applicative
-nɛn unexplained
-ted applicative, causative
-tɛn instrumental, reciprocal, comitative
-sɛn unexplained
-gɛn unexplained

shows the extensions identified inMbongeOroko comparedwith those in PB pro-
posed by Meeussen (1967) and Schadeberg (2003). Friesen adds four extensions
for which she can identify no parallel.

In the case of extensions like -isɛlɛ, certain combinations of extensions can be-
come fused with specific functions. Narrow Bantu has many examples of verbs
with frozen expansions, some of which indeed look like existing extensions (cf.
Bostoen & Guérois (2022 [this volume])). Akoose and Oroko are expected to be
close to one another, but they only have a small number of resemblances in terms
of extensions except for the reciprocal, applicative and instrumental. This is un-
likely to be a consequence of weak description as both publications are the result
of long-term study.

4 Discussion and conclusion

The use of verbal extensions was evidently a feature of early Niger-Congo (Voeltz
1977; Hyman 2014) and they remained part of the morphological system at the
time of the diversification of Benue-Congo, as strongly suggested by the evi-
dence from West Kainji—see the debate on this topic between Güldemann (2011)
and Hyman (2011). The remarkable verbal extensions in the Katloid languages
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Table 19: Mbonge Oroko verbal extensions (Friesen 2002: Table 7)

Mbonge Description Meeussen Schadeberg Proto-Bantu label

-isɛ causative – default -ic̹- -ici- causative

-elɛ causative – indirect
agent

-ud- -ʊd- separative
transitive

-isɛlɛ causative – indirect
effector

-ɛ causative –
lexicalised

-í̹-/-ik- -i-/-ɪk- causative/impositive
transitive

-eɛ applicative -id- -ɪl- applicative

— — -ik- -ɪk- impositive

-eɛ anti-causative -ik- -ɪk- neuter

-am stative -am- -am- stative

-an instrument,
accompaniment

-an- -an- reciprocal

-ɛn with a- reciprocal

— — -ad- -al- (function
unidentified)

— — -at- -at- contactive

-o inversive -uk- -ʊk- separative
intransitive

-ab passive passive (cf. Bostoen
& Guérois (2022
[this volume]))

Additional Mbonge extensions
-ɛ (with a-) reflexive -ik- -ɪk- neuter

-ɛn intensity PB *-an? (cf.
Bostoen et al. 2015)

-i lexicalised

-ɛl lexicalised
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in Kordofanian (e.g. Hellwig 2013: Table 4) illustrate the importance of this mor-
phosyntactic feature at an earlier stage of Niger-Congo (see also Hyman 2020).
However, verbal extensions are now preserved only in fragmentary form in indi-
vidual Plateau and Cross River languages and have largely disappeared in many
branches of Bantoid. Few studies have analysed verbal extensions specifically,
but where substantial lexicons exist their former presence can sometimes be in-
ferred. The outcomes of this loss remain to be more fully explored, but clearly an
expansion of the verbal auxiliary system, verb serialisation and adverbs are typi-
cal replacement strategies (see also Hyman 2017a). Kießling (2004) and Kießling
& Wung (2011) have written about the evolution of verb serialisation in Ring
languages, which has essentially replaced functional verbal extensions.

Where languages preserve extensions, many are very restricted (i.e. they only
occur on a few verbs, as in Yemba, Nizaa, Vute or Mungong). Only some East-
ern Grassfields languages have complex, if now unproductive, systems. From the
point of view of historical reconstruction, there are few correspondences even
within Grassfields, as a comparison of Table 14 and Table 15 makes plain. Lan-
guages such as Ngiemboon and Lamnsoʔ would be expected to be more closely
related to one another than to Narrow Bantu, but this is not apparent from
the data. This is not to say that more conservative languages such as Mankon
(Leroy 2007) do not preserve more elements that correspond to elements outside
Grassfields. Comparison with Bantu (Table 2) is hardly more illuminating. As
Hyman (2018) observes: “[t]he forms or functions of the extensions may not cor-
respond to those in Narrow Bantu”. Indeed the only extension which is clearly
preserved from the remoter branches of Bantoid is the causative in -si, which is
also widespread in Niger-Congo. The degree to which the other extensions are
cognate is contentious, and will not be resolved until group level reconstructions
are available.

Another major difference with Narrow Bantu is the rareness of stacked exten-
sions. Given the productive nature of this process in Bantu, it is perhaps surpris-
ing that hardly any Bantoid languages, except Vute and Nizaa, can be demon-
strated to permit strings of extensions. Other languages exhibit strong maximal-
ity constraints. It is plausible to suggest that the -CVN forms which are attested
in Dakoid, Grassfields and Beboid represent two originally distinct extensions
now fused, or reanalysis of the final C of the root, but this has yet to be actually
demonstrated. An important element in the loss of extensions, is the imposition
of a maximum size constraint on stems (root + suffix) which leaves little room
for two extensions except for the fused -CVN forms.

Despite this lack of obvious cognates, there are strong similarities in seman-
tics. Valence change, iteratives, plural, reciprocal, reflexive, and instrumental are
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often present, which suggests that concepts are transmitted, in the absence of
(easy to establish) inherited segments. Given the relative conservatism of noun
class prefixes, this variability is quite surprising. To explain it, we must invoke
metatypy, the notion that ideas are conserved more than segments, that verbal
plurality, iteratives, directionals and transitivisers effectively need to find ex-
pression but are constantly re-encoded, perhaps because of continuing segment
merger and subsequent splitting. Ngiemboon represents this situation, where
some extensions with a consistent segmental form encompass a whole variety
of semantics. Such systems are very dynamic and probably change on a genera-
tional scale, while the underlying parameters are conserved. Semantic similari-
ties are, of course, in the eye of the beholder; the extent to which the meanings
can be bleached and repurposed varies from one researcher to another.

The comparison between Akoose A15C (cf. Table 18) and the proposed recon-
structed forms for Proto-Bantu (PB, cf. Table 2) reveals a significant analytic
problem. Akoose presumably represents Bantu shortly after the split from Ban-
toid and, as such, its extensions should either resemble those reconstructed for
PB or there should be evidence from fossil morphology of a wholesale replace-
ment process. Akoose forms manifestly do not resemble the proposed PB forms,
whether semantics or segments are considered. Akoose is similar to Lamnsoʔ in
terms of its -CVN segments, although the difficulties of assigning meaning to
many of these makes semantic matches more difficult. The explanation for this
is unknown; either Akoose has come under areal influence from Grassfields or
possibly parallel developments have led to convergent surface forms. Oroko A101
(Table 19) has more similarities to PB, but is also quite different from Akoose.

The proposed verbal extensions of PB are reconstructed forms. In other words,
they would ideally be supported by lengthy data tables and sound correspon-
dences to account for the synchronic forms, especially for zone A languages. It
is more likely they represent a synthesis of forms evident from inspection of a
range of languages across Bantu, which would not necessarily reflect the forms
of PB. Akoose shows that Bantu retained significant segmental matches with lan-
guages outside Bantu, in Grassfields, and perhaps also with Dakoid, which is far
from Ring, making contact-induced change unlikely (Table 7). This suggests that
at the very least the repertoire of extensions in PB should be extended. Some
Bantu extensions can plausibly be traced outside Narrow Bantu, as suggested in
Table 20.

The similarities between Dakoid, Beboid and Grassfield’s Ring are striking,
since Dakoid is quite geographically remote from the others and contact is a less
plausible explanation. Indeed, the relative distances between the different Ban-
toid groups discussed in this chapter may best be appreciated from the synthesis
map shown in Figure 11.
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Table 20: Proposed cognates of Proto-Bantu verbal extensions outside
Narrow Bantu

Family Language Form Semantics Proto-Bantu

Kordofanian Tima -ik productive causative
suffix functions as a
neutro-passive marker

*-ik

Kainji Cicipu -sV causative *-i/-ici
Dakoid Sama Mum -sì causative *-i/-ici
Dakoid Sama Mum -(k)èn,

-(s)èn
reciprocal *-an

East Beboid Noone -m positional *-am
East Beboid Noone -n reciprocal *-an
East Beboid Noone -se causative *-i/-ici
Jarawan Mbula -sə causative *-i/-ici
Ring Lamnsoʔ -nen reciprocal *-an

Longer term, however, a major review of the evidence for Bantu, focusing on
zone A languages, is required, conforming to the principles of the Comparative
Method.
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All the languages of the Bantoid groups discussed in this chapter are shown, except for Tikar,
spoken on the Tikar Plain, which lies to the east of the Ring language Lamnsoʔ.

Figure 11: Synthesis map of the Bantoid language groups
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